
$10,000 from Arts Fund

Request MAC

AWARD
Madison Arts Commission (MAC) BLINK Grant Program Description Grant Amt.

1

The Chance Dance Festival, Victoria Iannuzzi, Courtney Kuhn, 

and Kathleen Warner

a modern dance festival with three dance groups who will rotate 

among three musician groups in three locations in Madison in one 

day. All groups will be performing original pieces. And the 

rotation of the dances will create a new and unique performance 

in each location. $1,400 -$                

Art on the Side Show, Mary Jane Connor

Art on the Side show is an interactive social art exhibition 

evoking the traditional sideshows and carnivals with activities 

and games as well as gives the opportunity to purchase original 

art at a reasonable price $0 -$                

Wish Wheel, Cheryl DeWelt

a sculpture made out of recycled bike rims signifying both 

sustainability and the biking community. The public will have the 

opportunity to decorate the sculpture further with colorful 

ribbons and fabrics from a box attached to the sculpture, 

promoting community and sustainability. $1,000 1,000.00$       

2 The Little Gallery Project, Rachel Bruya & Jeremy Wineberg

miniature buildings (1½’x1’x1’) located near public sidewalks 

and in yards. The boxes will bring the gallery to the people rather 

then making the people come to it. The little galleries will exhibit 

local, professional artists on a monthly rotation. $1,500 1,500.00$       

3 WHERE ARE YOU GOING? Ellen Carlson & Erika Monroe-Kane

where are you going signs in public transportation locations 

across Madison to encourage community interaction by sharing 

travels and goals. $1,500.00 1,500.00$       
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4

Ad Hoc Art: A celebration of site-specific dance, Flora Kim, 

Shoshana Moyer, Petra Weith

performances of dance and live art at five specific locations to 

utilize the Madison landscape and encourage Madison 

community. These five performances will symbolize the 4 

elements, and a fifth symbolizing live art. $1,150 -$                

7 TOTALS 6,550.00$      4,000.00$     

8 2013 MAC BLINK FUNDS REMAINING 6,000.00$       

9

10
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*Projects are still in progress, awaiting final report
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